This 29 years old lady from sichuan chengdu china suffered from lymph nodes cancer on the face. Picture 1 (top left), after first chemotherap. Picture 2 (top right) after consuming Propectin and AM/PM Essentials for 2 weeks. Picture 3 (bottom left) started recovery process. Picture 4 (bottom right) after a few months later fully recovered.

A 75 year old senior citizen in Taiwan was suffering from Parkinson diease. Before taking RESERVE™, he needed two helpers to hold him in order to walk His energy levels were very low, as shown in his tired eyes. After consuming Reserve on a daily basis for two months, he can walk up to the stage without any assistance and share his own testimonial on the benefits of Reserve.
Mr. Andrew, a consumer of Reserve™, is relieved to saved his right leg in the light of the fact that the surgeons wanted to amputate it all the way up to the knee cap. Andrew had a few weeks left from a scheduled amputation of his right foot. He was introduced to take RESERVE™ to see if it can help to reverse the bad medical condition while waiting for the date to come.

Alvin Phua have multi sclerosis for 13 years. Over those years he had many attacks causing him to be paralysed, wheelchair-bound, blind on one eye and multiple disabilities. In May 2011, he went for chemo treatment to stabilise his condition. After the treatment he was weak and frail. During that time he was introduced to Jeunesse global and wasn't expecting much, thinking that it was just another product.
Surprisingly, Reserve™ have given him more energy and speed up in his recovery. He got back his ability to walk, bladder control are back to normal and damaged brain tissues also have fully recovered.
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Reserve™ saved my leg!!

Andrew, a consumer of Reserve™ is relieved to have saved his right leg, in light of the fact that the surgeons wanted to amputate it all the way up to the knee cap.

Andrew had a few weeks left from a scheduled amputation of his right foot. He was introduced to take Reserve to see if it can help to reverse the bad medical condition while waiting for the date to come.

He had now declined the amputation after the swelling subsided and the infection is gradually recovering. No one can believe it.

Many are calling it a miracle, especially when the doctors told him that an Amputation was the only remedy.

Diabetic patient leg saved by Reserve

I have multiple sclerosis for 13 years. Over these years I have many attacks causing me to be paralysed, wheelchair-bound, blind on one eye & multiple disabilities. In May 2011, I went for chemo treatment to stabilise my condition. After the treatment, I was weak & frail.

During that time I was introduced to Jeunesse Global, I wasn't expecting much, thinking that it was just another product, Surprisingly, I started to have more energy, get stronger & recover faster.

My walking and bladder control are back to normal & damaged brain tissues have fully recovered. I decided to share the products & opportunity to everyone.

Today Jeunesse have given me & my dad back our health, my wife & mum become prettier & younger and also passive income into my bank account everyday.

Thank You Jeunesse Global!!! – Alvin Phua